U.S. FIGURE SKATING
MOVES IN THE FIELD JUDGING FORM
ADULT BRONZE
Candidate’s Name

Member #

Candidate’s Club
Host Club
Test is (circle one): Adult (ABM) or Masters (MABM)

Date

Expectations for this adult standard test reflect a passing average that aligns with the preliminary moves in the
field test. The purpose of this test is to continue the encouragement of beginning adult skaters to learn the fundamentals of ice skating. The candidate must show knowledge of the steps and a sense of continuous flow and
strength. Attention should be given to depth of edges and proper curvature of lobes.

MARK

COMMENTS
Focus: continuous flow and strength

Fwd & Bkwd Perimeter Power Stroking
4 alternating fwd crossovers separated by strong
FI edge transitions. End pattern consists of 2 fwd
crossovers followed by LFO open stroke then RFI
open mohawk followed by 1 or 2 bkwd crossovers.
All end pattern steps performed w/ even cadence
except LFO open stroke which should be held 2
counts. Second side resumes w/ 4 bkwd crossovers separated by 2-foot transitions aka power
push. Perform transitions on 2 solid inside edges.
2nd end pattern consists of 3-5 bkwd crossovers.
Introductory steps are optional.

Forward Power Three-Turns

Focus: continuous flow and strength

Fwd outside 3-turns to balance position followed
by bkwd crossover. 3-6 sets of 3-turns skated
depending on length of arena. May begin with
either right or left foot 3-turns. Second length
3-turns skated on opposite foot. Introductory steps
& bkwd crossovers around end of arena optional.

Alternating Bkwd Crossovers to
Bkwd Outside Edges

Focus: continuous flow and strength

Alternating bkwd crossovers to bkwd outside
edges in consecutive 1/2 circles for one length
of the rink. Four to five lobes should be skated.
Introductory steps optional.

Forward Circle Eight

Focus: edge quality and continuous flow

Push from standing start to FO edge & complete one
FO figure 8. Returning to center at completion of 2nd
circle, perform FI figure 8 by pushing to FI repeating
previously skated circle. Circles should be equal in
size & approx. 3 times skater’s height. Skater may
mark center. Move may start on either foot.

Focus: edge quality and extension

Five-Step Mohawk Sequence
Alternating forward inside mohawks in consecutive 1/2 circles. Each series consists of five-step
sequence. Skater will skate one length of ice with
four to five lobes. Introductory steps are optional.

Total

Pass

Passing Average: Adult 2.5 / Masters 2.3

Judge’s Signature
Judging Panel
Required

Retry
Passing Total: Adult 12.5 / Masters 11.5

Member #
Three-Judge Panel
(test result determined by majority)

Single-Judge Panel

Three bronze or higher rank singles/pairs or dance test
judges who are certified to judge moves in the field II

One silver or higher rank singles/pairs or dance test
judge who is certified to judge moves in the field II
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